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QUESTION 1

When attempting to connect to a vCenter Server, an administrator observes the following at the top of the vSphere Web
Client: 

Could not connect to one or more vCenter Server Systems: 

https://vCenter.corp.com:443/sdk 

What three reasons could be preventing the vSphere Web Client from communicating with this vCenter Server?
(Choose three.) 

A. The vCenter Server machine is not responding via the network. 

B. An incorrect entry for this vCenter Server exists in the Single Sign-On service. 

C. The SSL certificates do not match the FQDN address for the server. 

D. The Platform Services Controller is external to this vCenter Server. 

E. The DNS entry for the vCenter Server is incorrect. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://communities.vmware.com/message/2265668 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding upgrading from a Distributed vCenter Server 5.x to vCenter Server 6.x?
(Choose two.) 

A. vCenter Single Sign-on becomes part of the Platform Services Controller. 

B. vCenter Inventory Service becomes part of the Platform Services Controller. 

C. The vCenter Server service is not migrated during the upgrade process. 

D. The vSphere License Service is migrated to the new vCenter Server 6.x instance. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has configured three vCenter Servers and vRealize Orchestrator within a Platform Services Controller
domain, and needs to grant a user privileges that span all environments. Which statement best describes how the
administrator would accomplish this? 

A. Assign a Global Permission to the user. 

B. Assign a vCenter Permission to the user. 
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C. Assign vsphere.local membership to the user. 

D. Assign an ESXi Permission to the user. 

Correct Answer: A 

Global permissions are applied to a global root object that spans solutions, for example, both vCenter Server and
vCenter Orchestrator. Use global permissions to give a user or group privileges for all objects in all object hierarchies. 

Reference: http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic= %2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.security.doc%2FGUID-
C7702E31-1623-4189-89CB- E1136AA27972.html 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to migrate a legacy physical application server to a virtual machine within a vSphere 6 cluster.
As part of the conversion, the administrator must reduce the size of the virtual disks. What action should the
administrator take to create a virtual machine with smaller virtual disks than the original physical server? 

A. Shut down the physical server and use VMware Converter cold cloning with volume- based cloning at the disk level. 

B. Use VMware Converter hot cloning with volume-based cloning at the block level. 

C. Shut down the physical server and use VMware Converter cold cloning with volume- based cloning at the file level. 

D. Use VMware Converter hot cloning with volume-based cloning at the file level. 

Correct Answer: D 

Use VMware converter hot cloning with volume-based cloning at the file level to create a virtual machine with smaller
virtual disks. 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is configuring Storage I/O Control. After enabling, the administrator notices high device latency and
poor storage performance. Which two actions would likely reduce latency and improve functionality? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the congestion threshold to 15ms 

B. Set the congestion threshold value to 5ms 

C. Ensure that each datastore has independent spindles 

D. Ensure that each datastore uses shared spindles 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator wants to configure an ESXi 6.x host to use Active Directory (AD) to manage users and groups. The AD
domain group ESX Admins is planned for administrative access to the host. Which two conditions should be considered
when planning this configuration? (Choose two.) 
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A. If administrative access for ESX Admins is not required, this setting can be altered. 

B. The users in ESX Admins are not restricted by Lockdown Mode. 

C. An ESXi host provisioned with Auto Deploy cannot store AD credentials. 

D. The users in ESX Admins are granted administrative privileges in vCenter Server. 

Correct Answer: AC 

The setting can be altered if administrative access for ESX admins is not required. The second rule is that the ESX
admins users should not be restricted by Lockdown mode. 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the Exhibit. 

The Prod-DB virtual machine has a VM Override as shown in the Exhibit. 

What step, it taken, would require all virtual machines in the cluster to migrate automatically? 

A. Deselect the virtual machine from VM Overrides. 

B. Add all virtual machines to the VM Overrides. 

C. Change Response for Host Isolation to Use Cluster Settings. 

D. Change the Automation level to Use Cluster Settings. 

Correct Answer: D 

After you create a DRS cluster, you can customize the automation level for individual virtual machines to override the
cluster\\'s default automation level. 

For example, you can select Manual for specific virtual machines in a cluster with full automation, or Partially Automated
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for specific virtual machines in a manual cluster. 

If a virtual machine is set to Disabled, vCenter Server does not migrate that virtual machine or provide migration
recommendations for it. This is known as pinning the virtual machine to its registered host. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.resmgmt.doc%2FGUID-
E83A6B62-37F8- 46D0-8D0A-D6A9181979F2.html 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator is configuring an identity source for Single Sign-On. The administrator will use the machine that Single
Sign-On is running on, but does not want all users on the machine to be visibile to SSO. Which Identity Source meets
this requirement? 

A. Active Directory (Integrated Windows Authentication) 

B. Active Directory as an LDAP Service 

C. OpenLDAP 

D. LocalOS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator wants to power on a virtual machine (VM) while connected to an ESXi host using SSH. The VM has
the following Name and ID: 

VM Name = SQL001 VMID = 12345 Which command would successfully power on the virtual machine? 

A. vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on 12345 

B. vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on SQL001 

C. vmware-vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on 12345 

D. vmware-vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on SQL001 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://pingforinfo.com/cronjob-poweron-vm/ 

 

QUESTION 10

Deletion of an NFS datastore generates the following error: Sysinfo error on operation returned the following status:
Busy 

Which step can be performed that will allow the deletion to complete successfully? 

A. Storage vMotion any virtual machines on the datastore to another location. 
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B. Remove the datastore from the Storage DRS cluster in which it resides. 

C. Verify the value of the NFS.HeartbeatDelta is not set to 0. 

D. Suspend any running virtual machines and unmount the NFS datstore. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_USandcmd=displayKC andexternalId=2102598 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator observes the following symptoms for a virtual machine: 

CPU usage is consistently above 90% 

CPU ready value is consistently above 20%. 

Application performance is impacted. 

Which two actions should the administrator take to improve the performance of this virtual machine? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the number of vCPUs assigned to this virtual machine. 

B. Decrease the number of vCPUs assigned to this virtual machine. 

C. Verify that VMware Tools is installed on every virtual machine on the host. 

D. Increase the CPU shares assigned to the virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: CD 

First, verify that the VMware tools are installed on every virtual macine on the host. Secondly, increase CPU shares to
share the resource evenly among the processes. 

 

QUESTION 12

Which log file would you examine to identify an issue which occurred during the pre- upgrade phase of a vCenter Server
upgrade process? 

A. vcdb_req.out 

B. vcdb_export.out 

C. vcdb_import.out 

D. vcdb_inplace.out 

Correct Answer: A 

The vcdb_req.err file tracks any errors that were identified during the pre-upgrade phase. 
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Reference: http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=
%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.upgrade.doc%2FGUID-5EAC8B84-0A95-41EC- AAF4-6CBBB3A5152A.html 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two settings are required for Virtual Machine Component Protection (VMCP) to protect from All Paths Down
(APD) and Permanent Device Loss (PDL)? (Choose two.) 

A. Host Monitoring 

B. VM Restart Priority 

C. Virtual machine Monitoring 

D. Response for Host Isolation 

Correct Answer: AB 

VM Component Protection (VMCP) is enabled, vSphere HA can detect datastore accessibility failures and provide
automated recovery for affected virtual machines. If either the Host Monitoring or VM Restart Priority settings are
disabled, VMCP cannot perform virtual machine restarts. Storage health can still be monitored and events can be
issued, however. 

Reference: http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.avail.doc%2FGUID-
F01F7EB8-FF9D-45E2- A093-5F56A788D027.html 

 

QUESTION 14

A common root user account has been configured for a group of ESXi 6.x hosts. 

Which two steps should be taken to mitigate security risks associated with this configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. Remove the root user account from the ESXi host. 

B. Set a complex password for the root account and limit its use. 

C. Use ESXi Active Directory capabilities to assign users the administrator role. 

D. Use Lockdown mode to restrict root account access. 

Correct Answer: BC 

To address the security risks, yo need to set a complex password for the root account and make sure only authorized
personnel use it. The second step is to use ESXi active directory to assign the administrator role to users. 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two supported tools can be used to upgrade virtual machine hardware? (Choose two.) 

A. vSphere Web Client 
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B. vSphere Update Manager 

C. vmware-vmupgrade.exe 

D. esxcli vm hardware upgrade 

Correct Answer: AB 

Vmware offers the following tools for upgrading virtual machines: 

vSphere Client 

Requires you to perform the virtual machine upgrade one step at a time, but does not require vSphere Update
Manager. 

vSphere Update Manager 

Automates the process of upgrading and patching virtual machines, thereby ensuring that the steps occur in the correct
order. You can use Update Manager to directly upgrade virtual machine hardware, Vmware Tools, and virtual
appliances. 

You can also patch and update third-party software running on the virtual machines and virtual appliances. 

Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-50/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.upgrade.doc_50%2FGUID-
EE77B0A9- F8FF-4785-BEAD-B6F04EE04492.html 
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